
30 Existing Landslides

31 Overview

Muttiple landslides including at temporary works slopes have occurred during the construction since late
2019. Based on the provided CJV weekly progress reports, 19 landslides are being tracked for their
progress with regardsto their respective status on design, peer review and remedial works completion.

The locationsof the landslides are shown in Figure 1 below.
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Figure1: Landslide Locators dong the Pak Agent

‘The followings risk items have been identified:

+ Soil slope failures, predominantly failing along the soil rock transition zone,



«Topsail slumps and surficial erosion,
«Softening of ground (soi, weathered rock, fl) caused by groundwater seepage or surface water
nf,

« Surficial failure rock slopes and rockfal behind mesh draping,
«Wedge failures at rock slopes between rock bots or at location without rock bolts,
© Scour/erasion and debris low from soil slopes or soikrock interface above rock slopes.

After occurrence, the existing landslides were assessed by DJV and CJV geotechrical engineers and
remedial works design solutions developed. We understand that the design solutions were developed
based on geological ite observationsand review of geotechnical investigations and detailed designs.

New geotechnical design and analysis modelswere developed.

32 Landslide Risk Factors
The geotechnical risks and their respective mitigation measuresfor the landslides aie stated in Table9 below.

“Table9:Summary of Slope StabilityKey Factors.
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Anyof the above geotechnical features listed in Table9 may trigger a slope failure ftheir respective:
influence is significant. Likewise, any combination of the tems may cause a slope failure depending
on the weighting of the triggering geotechnical feature

33 Typical Slope Failures Modes and Risks
This section providesasummaryofthe typical slop failure modes and potential future isks encountered
atthe project site
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